Leopard in the Sun

In Laura Restrepos stunning novel, a feud
between two Colombian drug families
escalates into a bloody, high-stakes war
that will leave no one in its path untouched.
The Barragans and the Monsalves are rival
clans, each steeped in wealth and power,
each subject only to laws of their own
making. The similarities end there. While
the Barragans, headed by the brutal Nando,
remain tied to the ancient traditions, the
Monsalves grapple with whether or not to
follow Mani, their charismatic and
conflicted leader, into a modern age in
which even fewer rules apply.As both clans
ponder the profits they might reap from an
expanding global cocaine trade, Nando and
Mani are faced with the consequences of
their violent pasts--and forced, by their
disillusioned women and the prices on their
heads, to reckon with the possibility that
nothing will be left once all their bullets
have found their targets.Rife with sensual
detail, this epic story of lust, betrayal, and
revenge is as timeless as interfamily
conflict and as immediate as todays news.

?Leopard in the Sun,(1993) explores the history and the story of two powerful Guajira mafia groups, as forerunners of
the famous drug cartels in Colombia in theWritten in a unique, mesmerizing style of questions and narratives--with the
immediacy and color of oral tradition, Leopard in the Sun is an operatic Latin tragedy Laura Restrepo, Leopard In The
Sun (El Leopardo al Sol), 1993 The beginning is like something straight out of Scarface the pock-marked: Leopard in
the Sun (9780609603864) by Laura Restrepo and a great selection of similar New, Used and Collectible Books available
now atUniform Title, Leopardo al sol. English. Description, Pymble, N.S.W. : HarperCollins, 2002 307 p. 20 cm. ISBN,
0732264979. Summary. Leopard in the Sun is an The Paperback of the Leopard in the Sun by Laura Restrepo at Barnes
& Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more!Leopard in the Sun is an operatic Latin tragedy, complete with chorus of local
gossips and popular legend. It begins with a fight over a woman, when NandoEl Leopardo al Sol has 406 ratings and 31
reviews. Elise said: Leopard in the Sun was a real treat, and I think magic realist fiction enthusiasts will Elisha
Nabugyere is the latest victim of a big cat attack after he was snatched by leopard in a safari park in Uganda. The
three-year-old isLeopard in the Sun (Vintage International) by Restrepo, Laura and a great selection of similar Used,
New and Collectible Books available now atLeopard at the Door [Jennifer McVeigh] on . I could taste the sun soaked
sweetness of bananas, see the shimmering plains and smell the ripplingLeopard in the Sun Paperback September 12,
2000. Laura Restrepo (Author), Stephen Lytle (Translator) In Laura Restrepos stunning novel, a feud between two
Colombian drug families escalates into a bloody, high-stakes war that will leave no one in its path untouched.Leopard in
the Sun [Siegfried Stander] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
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